Risk Management Using Project Recon

Bonnie Leece, Project Recon Lead
What is Project Recon?

- A web-based GOTS tool designed to capture, manage, and link *Risks, Issues, and Opportunities in a centralized database.*

- Project Recon (formerly Risk Recon) is designed to be used by all Program Management Offices, Integrated Project Teams and any other groups performing risk management.

- Easily generate metrics and graphical reports for decision-maker briefings

- Enables consistent capturing and reporting of Risk Management data at both the team and organizational level.

- Tailorable, role-based permission settings guarantee confidentiality of information.

- Intuitive interface ensures quick user acceptance

- Configurable workflows allow for flexible implementation across different projects

“MCSC endorses and provides an automated tool, Project Recon, to help manage program risk data ....”

MARCORYSYCOM Acquisition Guide September 2015
What can Project Recon do?

- **Risk Management**
  - Track risk likelihood and consequence on the standard DoD 5x5 Risk Matrix
  - Create and track mitigation plans
  - Visualize risk burn-down on graphical reports

- **Issue Management**
  - Capture both independent and risk-linked issues
  - Develop and implement corrective action plans
  - Create issues summary graphic across project/teams

- **Opportunity Management**
  - Identify and track potential benefits to project cost, performance and schedule
  - Create growth plans to proactively capture benefits
  - Customize reports to group opportunities by programmatic, technical, business, contracting, and more

Easily capture key information with a minimum of required fields
Who is using Project Recon?

USMC

“Since Project Recon was identified to this office, the progress for bringing [Project] Recon to fruition has been fast paced and productive.”
Howard Malmad, JPdM CBRNE A&R Systems

Army

Department Of Homeland Security

Navy

DoD Services

“Training and support are excellent and timely.”
Michelle Humenny, FMTV/AWS PEO CS-CSS
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Where do I start?

- **Project Recon Lead - Bonnie Leece,** bonnie.leece.civ@mail.mil 586-282-4240
- **Project Recon Site**
  [https://projectrecon.army.mil/tardec/](https://projectrecon.army.mil/tardec/)
- **Request a new user account**

“click here to request a demo”